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We present experimental evidence of an electro-optic superprism photonic crystal fabricated on a

lithium niobate substrate, in agreement with simulation results. In this work, rather than changing

the incident wavelength or angle to achieve large light deflections, a direct modification of the band

structure by the electro-optic effect causes changes in the propagation direction of the incident

beam. Additionally, the chosen geometry allows significant ultrarefraction as the incident

wavelength is varied giving rise to a double purpose active-passive photonic crystal light deflector

that could present potential interest for optical communications. © 2010 American Institute of

Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3359421�

Since the introduction of the photonic crystal �PC� con-

cept in 1987, photonic crystals have become widely studied

by the optics community. PCs capabilities allow light control

on propagation distances of only several wavelengths and

many applications like perfect mirrors,
1,2

photonic crystal

waveguides,
3,4

and microcavities
5,6

to confine light, to guide

light, or to inhibit or amplify spontaneous emission proper-

ties have emerged. Among of the PC applications, the super-

prism �SP� effect offers a largely enhanced angular disper-

sion in comparison to bulk materials. This effect does not

appear inside the photonic band gap, but in certain propaga-

tion bands possessing starlike isofrequency contours. The SP

effect can be explained by examination of the highly aniso-

tropic dispersion surface found in photonic crystals.

Tunable SP PCs structures combine high angular

dispersion with optically active media to achieve spatial

beam deflection. While active tuning on the band gap posi-

tion has been theoretically and experimentally demonstrated

by many authors, tunable SPs have been only proposed

numerically.
7–10

In this work, we show experimental evidence, thanks to

scanning near field imaging, of an electro-optical photonic

crystal SP. The applied voltage needed is greatly reduced

with respect to bulk lithium niobate material thanks to a

geometry that has been looked for allowing slow light propa-

gation as well as ultrarefraction. The geometry has been

found with a systematic planar wave expansion �PWE� nu-

merical study.

In a first place, a suitable geometry has been searched

for. Therefore, we are going to calculate a design metric that

will pin point a set of parameters for which ultrarefraction

and slow light are both present. Thus, our design geometry

paves the way to a device that can be used in three operating

modes: Passive �that is, classical wavelength ultrarefraction�,
active �slow light enhanced electro-optical ultrarefraction�
and the combination of both. We have chosen a triangular

lattice of air holes �n=1� in a X-cut lithium niobate annealed

proton exchange �APE� waveguide �nLN=2.143�. Two pa-

rameters are studied, the incident angle �in, and the normal-

ized frequency �=a /�. Holes sizes have been chosen so that

r /a=0.2 �r=hole radius, a=lattice periodicity�. The lattice is

oriented in the �� direction as shown in Fig. 1. Given that

the APE waveguides only allow transverse electric polariza-

tion �electric field perpendicular to the hole axis�, the nu-

merical simulations are performed only with this polarization

state. The incident beam is a plane wave propagating perpen-

dicular to the air hole axis. As far as PWE simulations are

concerned, the photonic crystal is considered infinite in both

directions of the propagating plane and the holes have infi-

nite depth.

For each set of parameters, we compute group velocity

propagation direction �vg and the local field factor for two

refractive indexes n1=nLN=2.143, and n2=2.16 �band edge�,
which corresponds to a modification of the APE lithium nio-

bate substrate of �n=0.017. This modification can be

achieved by different physical phenomena. In the present

work, the modification is obtained thanks to the Pockels ef-

fect of lithium niobate.

The computation results can be analyzed in the form of

two-dimensional design maps. As in Ref. 11, we have com-

puted a design metric defined as,

log� f1 + f2

2
��vg1

− �vg2

�� ,

where f1 and f2 are the local field factors and �vg1 and �vg2

the group velocity directions for the refractive indexes n1 and

a�
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic of the Brillouin zone and the PC lattice in

the real space.
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n2, respectively. This equation quantifies the idea that we are

searching design configurations where the group velocity

stays low �high f values� and simultaneously, the electro-

optic beam steering is large.

Results are shown in Fig. 2. The colormap shows both

excellent �in red� and fair �green and yellow� design solu-

tions. It can be observed that several regions �red� present

strong slow light electro-optic ultrarefraction. We pay par-

ticular attention to the configuration corresponding to �
=0.275, and �in=21°. Since we are interested in the telecom

wavelength range centered on �=1550 nm, the periodicity

must be set to a=430 nm.

This particular configuration works also in a passive

mode, that is, the beam steering is modified by the incident

wavelength. PWE simulations of the passive device have

been reported in Ref. 12, and predict a beam steering of

4.3°/nm for a wavelength range between 1547 and 1562 nm.

The experimental results show a more modest steering of

1.5°/nm for a wavelength range from 1556 and 1572 nm. The

difference between the simulations and the experiments has

been attributed to the finite size of the photonic crystal,

which is not taken into account by the two-dimensional PWE

simulations. This observation has also been reported by other

authors.
8,13

Let us now study the electro-optic tunability of the beam

angle propagating in the photonic crystal. In order to use low

external voltages, a slow light geometry is also needed. Fig-

ure 3 displays the PWE simulation results which show the

dependence of the local field factor, f, and group velocity

direction, �vg, as a function of the substrate index of refrac-

tion. The wavelength chosen is 1565 nm. The figure shows

that, in the case of a monochromatic wave, if the index of

refraction varies from n1 to n2, the group velocity direction

changes from 2° to �44° and the corresponding local field

factor values are f1=2.05 and f2=2.88, respectively, giving a

mean value of the local field factor of 2.45. If we compare

with the Pockels effect for bulk lithium niobate, this particu-

lar photonic crystal geometry allows, for a given external

applied voltage, an enhancement of the index of refraction

variation of 14.7 �f3�. Thus, only 5.8 V /�m are necessary to

obtain an index variation of �n=0.013. Since, according to

the results shown in Fig. 3 the local field factor is not con-

stant with respect to the index of refraction but it increases as

it approaches the band edge �n=n2�, we should find a better

SP performance as the band edge is approached.

The next step is to validate the simulated results experi-

mentally. The photonic crystal, a triangular lattice of 10

	25 holes with a=430 nm and r=86 nm, was fabricated by

focused ion beam milling as detailed in Ref. 14. Other alter-

native fabrication methods based on domain inversion have

been reported elsewhere.
15–17

The light confinement in the

vertical direction is guaranteed by etching the lattice on an

annealed proton exchange lithium niobate waveguide. The

incident beam is tilted 21° with respect to the �K direction.

Titanium electrodes of 100 nm thickness and a separation of

20 �m are deposited in both sides along the photonic crystal

as show schematically in Fig. 4. Light exits the APE wave-

guide 100 �m away from the photonic crystal.

In order to visualize the light deviation inside the photo-

nic crystal a scanning near field optical microscope �SNOM�
in transmission mode is used. A dielectric fibered tip collect-

ing the evanescent field scans the SP surface in the direction

perpendicular to the APE waveguide. The injected wave-

length is 1565 nm. The optical near field intensities normal-

ized by the maximum of the transmitted signal outside the

photonic band gap are displayed in Fig. 5 for two external

voltages, 0 and �100 V. The cross-sections of the intensities

taken at a distance of 1.5 �m with respect to the photonic

crystal entrance plane are also represented. The incident

beam is represented with a white arrow and the PC bound-

aries are drawn with a discontinuous white line. At 0 V the

beam deviation is of −3° 
1.8° and at �100 V of

17° 
7.1°, both angles measured with respect to the �K

direction. Please note that the cross-section angles in Figs.

5�c� and 5�d� are mean values and are displayed with respect

to the incident beam axe �white arrow�. From this values

and, taken into account that we know that at 0 V the index of

refraction is the one corresponding to the APE waveguide,

that is 2.143, we can, by using the PWE simulations, obtain

an estimation of the electro-optic enhancement on the pho-

tonic crystal.

First, we can observe that at 0 V, the experimental and

theoretical beam deviation values present excellent agree-

ment �2° according to PWE and, −3° 
1.8° with measured

by SNOM�. The application of �100 V has steered the beam

FIG. 2. �Color online� Design metric for slow light and ultrarefraction with

r /a=0.2 and �K lattice termination.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Angle of the group velocity vector and local field

factor, f, within a lithium niobate triangular lattice photonic crystal as a

function of refractive index.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Schematics of the designed device and its corre-

sponding SEM image.
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to the angular position 17° 
7.1° due to an index variation

of 0.01 �changing therefore to an index of refraction value of

2.153�. If we would apply Pockels equation for bulk lithium

niobate, such index variation would have needed an external

voltage 1320 V instead of 100 V. The enhancement factor is

therefore of the order of 13.2 which corresponds to a mea-

sured local field factor of fEXP=2.35, which shows good

agreement with the PWE numerical simulations �fPWE

=2.45�. This enhancement is due to the fact that light is

slowly propagating inside the photonic crystal which has an

effect as if the electro-optic coefficient was larger.
18

In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated an

electro-optical tunable photonic crystal SP in lithium niobate.

A geometry allowing ultrarefraction and slow-light propaga-

tion has been found thanks to a systematic PWE numerical

study. Due to the slow photons, the external voltage needed

to have a mean beam steering of 20° is 100 V, a value 13

times smaller than the estimated by the electro-optic effect in

bulk lithium niobate. This tunable SP in lithium niobate

could find applications in the optical telecommunications and

integrated optics.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Scanning near field optical images of light propagat-

ing inside the photonic crystals at �100 V �a� and 0 V �b� and the corre-

sponding cross-sections ��c� and �d�� taken at 1.5 �m away from the pho-

tonic crystal entrance, and perpendicular to the �K direction.
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